
The Domino Condiment Pole with Bowls:  The Smart people think it's cool!
1A19410180
Domino is a completely new concept in modular buffet systems. The Domino
Condiment Pole keeps the buffet clear of clutter. All Domino components share legs
so you can weave together pieces to build it your way. Simply put, Domino makes it
fun again!

The Domino system connects like Legos, but is made of solid stainless steel. Mix it,
match it, change it; build it high or keep it low. It is simply the most versatile, easy to
use system ever made.  

All components can be connected to each other. Shared legs simply slide into each
other quickly and easily. Add a leg for extra height, remove a leg for a lower profile.
You are only limited by your imagination.

Build a beautiful breakfast buffet this morning. Add some different components and
you have a lunch buffet. Add a couple more components and you’re ready for
dinner. What would you like to see? Decide and make it so. No matter what, your
choice will be SMART!

Specifications
Carton quantity 1
Dimensions (L x W x H) 8.5" x 8.5" x 15"
Weight 5.5 lbs.

Features
  Bolt & Screw Assembly   — Making product 100% repairable.
  Convenience   — Allows quick replacement of an empty food pan with a full one.
  Detachable   — Provides optional usage.
  Elegantly Durable   — Designed from heavy gauged polished stainless.
  Replacement parts and service   — Protecting your investment for years to come.
  Stainless Steel   — Resistant to scratches or other surface damage.

  — Withstands high levels of heat without damage.
  — Resistant to rust, corrosions and interactions with acidic foods.
  — Food safe and easy to clean.

  Stainless Steel construction   — Provides durability and strength.

Included Accessories

1A11220000
Domino Condiment Bowls,
Porcelain, 2 per set
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Available Accessories
1A11220000 Domino Condiment Bowls, Porcelain, 2 per set
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